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In 1957, Roland Barthes, who at the time was not very well-known yet, published a 
collection of texts entitled Mythologies. This book, then frequently reissued, made 
its author famous and one of the most renowned French intellectuals of the Sixties 
and Seventies. The work included some dozens of monthly chronicles, which had 
been published in earlier years, where Barthes explored those he defined, the myths 
of the second half of the 20th century, from television to horoscopes, through plastic 
materials and strip-tease. Of course, the car had its place in the book too. In an 
article, which then became very famous, Barthes analysed the historic, social and 
aesthetic meaning behind the appearance of what he called “The new Citroen”; he 
obviously referred to the DS model.
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The article begins with a sentence which may easily represent our study sessions, 
in fact it precisely places the car in the perspective of a common heritage: “l believe 
that nowadays the car is the precise correspondent of ancient Gothic cathedrals, I 
mean those huge products of an era, designed with passion by unknown artists, and 
which are used and enjoyed by an entire people who, with them, takes possession of 
a perfectly magical object.”
Barthes had identified the appearance of this car as the characterising event of a new 
era of design, with the change of codes associated with the use of cars, the actual 
change of a paradigm. His farsightedness is undeniable. Among the texts collected 
in Mythologies, the one dedicated to the Citroen DS is to date one of the most 
renowned and, possibly, the one which alone represents the real innovation of the 
book, the one which represents most clearly the intellectual approach of the author, 
who aimed at turning an everyday object into a myth. 
It is clear when you look at the cover image chosen for the pocket version of the 
book, which has been printed since the Seventies, where, on a white background, a 
green metallized DS stands out.
Although the graphics of this cover changed through the years the image stayed the 
same, at least in the copies we could retrieve. Everyone will notice that unfortunately 
the model shown is not the one mentioned (and so precisely described) by Barthes 
when he first published his book (in 1956, year when the article first appeared), but 
a model later than 1968, easily recognisable by the famous headlights. Therefore, the 
registration number reading “1956 DS 19”, instead of creating an illusionist effect, 
suddenly becomes a statement of ignorance. 
This oversight may seem trivial, a minor error, due to the little knowledge of the 
history of automobiles in a field mostly devoted to literature. However, because the 
subject is a “legendary” car like the DS, and, most of all, a dear reference to possibly 
the most well-known text in the book, I believe this is a clear evidence of the lack of 
culture in the automobile sector. 
For example, for a pocket edition of the Romantic Theatre of Victor Hugo, no one 
would ever think to illustrate the cover page with the portrait of the old writer, the 
senator with a white beard. Instead, it seems that the automobile subject is light 
enough that such an approximation could easily be tolerated, as it is used for its 
unexpected character and therefore for its subversive content, which echoes the 
provoking character of the text that it cannot represent. This example leads to the 
issue, just one amongst many, of the place gained by cars in the historic heritage and, 
more generally, within the so-called culture.
As a direct consequence of this issue, and in the context of the constant investigation 
by the specialised press on the future of the French automobile museums, I was 
entrusted with the drafting of a report entitled “Museums and the Automobile 
Heritage in France”. This report, see https://goo.gl/cctocz, was submitted to the 
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Minister of culture, Mr. Renaud Donnedieu de Vabre, in April 2007, is a first step 
along a wider reflection on this topic, the preliminary investigation of the state of 
the art, to examine the ways more frequently used to view cars as an actual element 
of our historic heritage. 
The long-term preservation of automobile collections is put at risk by their technical 
specificity. Of course, any object located in a museum needs specific measures to be 
maintained in good condition and preserved for future generations (the main aim of 
a museum). However, said measures are more or less difficult to apply and more or 
less onerous depending on the nature of the object itself. An automobile collection, as 
happens in few other fields (another being aeronautics) sums up all these difficulties. 
With respect to the preservation of collections, the technical museums present the 
most complex issues. Technical objects are made of extremely varied materials; the 
systems necessary for their manufacture often require multiple engineering processes, 
deriving from different specialisation fields and from processes that at times are 
difficult to trace back in history. 
As for buildings, vehicle restoration may imply the reconstruction of missing parts 
and involve a number of different parties. The discipline of restoration applied to cars 
is therefore based on a theoretical/empirical knowledge of historic vehicles, where it 
is necessary to decide whether to assign certain operations to experts. 

The cover of 1957 “Mythologies”  by Roland Barthes, a capital text of 
semiotics, where the famous Citroen DS from a symbolical point of view.p
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THE NEW CITROEN
(Extract from “Mythologies” by Roland Barthes, 1957).

I think that cars today are almost the exact equivalent of the great Gothic cathedrals: 
I mean the supreme creation of an era, conceived with passion by unknown artists, 
and consumed in image if not in usage by a whole population which appropriates 
them as a purely magical object.
It is obvious that the new Citroen has fallen from the sky inasmuch as it appears 
at first sight as a superlative object .. We must not forget that an object is the best 
messenger of a world above that of nature: one can easily see in an object at once a 
perfection and an absence of origin, a closure and a brilliance, a transformation of 
life into matter (matter is much more magical than life), and in a word a silence 
which belongs to the realm of fairy-tales. The D.S. - the “Goddess” - has all the 
features (or at least the public is unanimous in attributing them to it at first sight) of 
one of those objects from another universe which have supplied fuel for the neomania 
of the eighteenth century and that of our own science-fiction: the Deesse is first and 
foremost a new Nautilus.
This is why it excites interest less by its substance than by the junction of its 
components. It is well known that smoothness is always an attribute of perfection 
because its opposite reveals a technical and typically human operation of assembling: 
Christ’s robe was seamless, just as the airships of science-fiction are made of 
unbroken metal. The DS 19 has no pretensions About being as smooth as cake-icing, 
although its general shape is very rounded; yet it is the dove-tailing of its sections 
which interest the public most: one keenly fingers the edges of the windows, one feels 
along the wide rubber grooves which link the back window to its metal surround. 
There are in the D.S. the beginnings of a new phenomenology of assembling, as if 
one progressed from a world where elements are welded to a world where they are 
juxtaposed and hold together by sole virtue of their wondrous shape, which of course 
is meant to prepare one for the idea of a more benign Nature.
As for the material itself, it is certain that it promotes a taste for lightness in its 
magical sense. There is a return to a certain degree of streamlining, new, however, 
since it is less bulky, less incisive, more relaxed than that which one found in the first 
periods of this fashion. Speed here is expressed by less aggressive, less athletic signs, 
as if it were evolving from a primitive to a classical form. This spiritualization can 
be seen in the extent, the quality and the material of the glass-work. The Deesse is 
obviously the exaltation of glass, and pressed metal is only a support for it. Here, the 
glass surfaces are not windows, openings pierced in a dark shell; they are vast walls of 
air and space, with the curvature, the spread and the brilliance of soap-bubbles, the 
hard thinness of a substance more entomological than mineral (the Citroen emblem 
with its arrows, has in fact become a winged emblem, as if one was proceeding from 
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the category of propulsion to that of spontaneous motion, from that of the engine to 
that of the organism).
We are therefore dealing here with a humanized art, and it is possible that the Deesse 
marks a change in the mythology of cars. Until now, the ultimate in cars belonged 
rather to the bestiary of power; here it becomes At once more spiritual and more 
object-like, and despite some concessions to neomania (such as the empty steering 
wheel), it is now more homely , more attuned to this sublimation of the utensil which 
one also finds in the design of contemporary household equipment.
The dashboard looks more like the working surface of a modern kitchen than the 
control room of a factory; the slim panes of matt fluted metal, the small levers topped 
by a white ball, the very simple dials, the very discreetness of the nickel-work, all 
this signifies a kind of control exercised over motion rather than performance. One is 
obviously turning form an alchemy of speed to a relish in driving.
The public, it seems, has admirably divined the novelty of the themes which are 
suggested to it. Responding at first to the neologism (a whole publicity campaign had 
kept it on the alert for years), it tries very quickly to fall back on a behaviour which 
indicates adjustment and a readiness to use (“You’ve got to get used to it “). In the 
exhibition halls, the car on show is explored with an intense, amorous studiousness: 
it is the great tactile phase of discovery, the moment when visual wonder is about 
to receive the reasoned assault of touch (for touch is the most demystifying of all 
senses, unlike sight, which is the most magical). The bodywork, the lines of union 
are touched, the upholstery palpated, the seats tried, the doors caressed, the cushions 
fondled; before the wheel, one pretends to drive with one’s whole body. The object here 
is totally prostituted, appropriated: originating from the heaven of Metropolis , the 
Goddess is in a quarter of an hour mediatized, actualizing through this exorcism the 
very essence of petit-bourgeois advancement.

i

Among others, the director of museum preservation plays an important role. There 
are different opinions regarding the notion of restoration applied to vehicles. If you 
consider a vehicle as an original work, clearly any intervention of reconstruction of 
missing or defective components, even a partial one executed in compliance with the 
original techniques and materials, can be seen as compromising the authenticity of 
the vehicle. Consequently, some collection managers may prefer a non-intervention 
approach and only allow minimal maintenance. This is not just a hard assumption 
to support on theoretical grounds but it needs to be discarded based on common 
sense: if applied to a vehicle collection it will end up with worn out machines and, 
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in the longer term, with the decay of the entire collection. Technical objects are 
not designed to last, or to be preserved in museums. Maintenance implies therefore 
constant preventive restoration. On the theoretical grounds, applying to technical 
objects, reasoning that are valid for written work is disputable: since the late 19th 

century, with the appearance of industrial manufacturing, the intervention of the 
inventor is limited to a conceptual rather than an execution domain, although 
execution is still very important in the instance of handicraft products. 
In the end vehicle collections, as we will see later, have always been and still are 
restored to be preserved up to today. Similarly, there is no point in denying the truth: 
it would be preferable if these restorations were made according to artistic rules and 
with the support of cutting-edge techniques. Of course, it is necessary that each 
intervention be executed whilst keeping clearly in mind the origin of the object. 
Historic documents, material analysis, and the research for expert engineers are 
indispensable requirements to enable the actual execution of the work. The process 
should be documented before and during the execution, so as to be able to precisely 
define the range and nature of the restoration. 
A descriptive grid may be imagined, composed of indexes in order to quantify a 
percentage of restoration executed on the various components of a vehicle (frame, 
mechanics, bodywork, multi-axed bogie, upholstery...), in such a way that the sum of 
said indexes may result in the total percentage of restoration, therefore indicating the 
degree of authenticity on the vehicle in relation to a theoretical initial state estimated 
at 100%. 
Moreover, the investigation techniques currently used for restoration (x-rays, chemical 
analysis of pigments, etc) have not yet actually been experimented in the vehicle 
field, where they may have interesting applications. While the automotive sector 
evolves to a real awareness of the notion of authenticity, restoration stays a relatively 
manual sector, which is good as far as the actual restoration work is concerned but 
not as regards the necessary investigations. 
Many vehicles that are considered to be in their “original” conditions may benefit 
from this kind of research: very often, the so called “original” condition of some 
vehicles corresponds to a condition of restoration, the memory of which was lost, 
and which simply superposed the actual original condition. But, is there a threshold 
that the preventive preservation of a vehicle should not trespass? Should a vehicle be 
considered adequate for a museum exhibition where it is complete and its visual aspect 
mirrors the original one, or should it also function as the original, in other words, 
should it be actually running? Here too museum practices are based on different 
principles than in the historic vehicle sector, a sector where the notion of conformity 
to the original not only includes the exterior and interior looks of the vehicle but also 
its capacity to exercise the functions for which it was originally built, that is to say, 
if necessary, running according to the evidence of the performance stated in historic 
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documents. We believe that this point of view should prevail, however a set of norms 
needs to be provided. In fact, if historic vehicle has to be functioning, restoration may 
imply interventions which are incompatible with the very notion of historic heritage. 
However, a perfectly preserved vehicle is a vehicle which is mobile as originally 
intended. 
Moreover, is it necessary to remind everyone that the appearance of a vehicle is 
indissolubly linked to the idea of movement? From the questions arisen by the 
subjects of preservation, restoration, and use of the automobile museums heritage 
derives the issue of what the threshold is between rigour and rigourism.  At the 
moment, these questions are answered based on circumstances. But standards that 
regulate both preservation and restoration issues are strongly needed. They may be 
defined only through the close cooperation between historic vehicle professionals 
and preservation managers and I believe that museums will also play a fundamental 
role. The subject of standards for the preservation and restoration of historic vehicles 
must be at the core of a debate between professionals from various countries, and 
should be aiming at the publication of an International set of standards and good 
practice which will define the perimeter of historic vehicle authenticity.



PRESERVATION 
AND 

ENHANCEMENT
OF HISTORICAL 

VALUE
Based on a talk by Richard Keller, 

Curator of the Automobile Museum 
in Mulhouse, France.

(Published in the Proceedings of the International 
Forum on the Authenticity of Historic Vehicles, 

held in Turin on 12th and 13th November 2004).

Inviting Museum curators to the world of collectors is a sign of the times. Perhaps 
we have a common interest in preparing the future for the “recognition of the impact 
the vehicle has had on our heritage” and in managing its development in our 21st 

Century society.
Vehicle museums were opened all around the world in the 20th Century. Typically 
industrialised countries led the way. It is believed one the first to open was in London 
in 1912 at an address in Oxford street. 
It is perhaps worth repeating the reasons for it coming into existence1.

1    goo.gl/9Bfmfb - Michael Ware’s article.
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“It’s been a matter of common knowledge for some years that vehicles and cycles of 
great historical interest were being destroyed by their owners or sold for breaking 
up purposes. The fruitful period of experiment in modern road locomotion may be 
fixed between the years 1890 and 1899, yet, although less than twenty years have 
elapsed since investigation and invention became prolific, no possibility exists, even 
now, of preserving many vehicles which attracted world-wide attention by their 
comparatively recent performances…..”
It then goes on to say how Mr Edmund Dangerfield, from “The Motor”, decided 
that the magazine would put together that first collection.
Since then the movement has progressed such that all the major industrialised 
countries have a range of vehicle museums up to and including National Museums 
like the National Motor Museum at Beaulieu in the UK, the Motorvehicle Museum 
of Japan in Komatsu city, Ishikawa Prefecture, the Museo dell’Automobile Torino, in 
Italy and of course the Cité de l’Automobile at Mulhouse in France.
However, let us focus the discussion on the question of authenticity. This means 
asking the curator of a “French museum” to speak from the heart about his job. 
Crossing the threshold of our museums the visitor expects to see, as far as possible, 
original and authentic historic vehicles. Each may have a personal vision, given his 
individual experience of particular makes and models.
Entering a museum, they move into one of the many display areas of “historic” 
vehicles. A novice may not be able to distinguish between a copy and  an original. 
However, they would expect an accurate description of the exhibit.
In addition to the cultural responsibilities that the “guardian” of our heritage is 
set, Cité de l’Automobile has further administrative and legal duties.  Specifically, 
relating to its classification as a Historic Monument, to be non-profit making and 
not being allowed to sell any of the collection, under the laws governing “French 
Museums” since 2002. 
These rules are of limited or no interest to the average visitor, who is looking first 
and foremost to enjoy seeing the historic vehicles, many of which would have only be 
seen in magazines or books previously. Add in a dash of entertainment and education 
and the recipe for a successful museum is made!

the “daily work” of a museum 
 
At the time of the first European congress of the collectors, in 1967, in France there 
were a dozen or so collections open to the public. The “Schlumpf Museum” did not 
yet exist, but the collection already included over 500 vehicles.
Today about forty or so vehicle museums have sprung up in France. Almost half of 
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them respect the principles set out by the AMAF - The Association of Automobile 
Museums in France - over fifteen years ago and now considered “the minimum” 
by all those who wish to move ahead, including regular opening hours, no vehicles 
exhibited “for sale”, plus a minimum of facilities and services to welcome the visitor.
In the meantime, many collections and museums have been forced to close down. 
The difficulties of staying afloat are in part tied to the market but also due to the 
obligations deriving from the priority being given to the authenticity or the historic 
value of the vehicle.
Driving a historic vehicle guarantees facing a range of issues. For example, the 
original tyres, which may proudly boast decades of use, are a risk for a vehicle that is 
used on public roads. In a museum however, they have an inestimable value, as does 
stabilised leather, cracked but original.
The paintwork is another example. It is understandable that a collector who uses the 
vehicle regularly would have it repainted, probably to a high standard.  A museum 
visitor may prefer to see the machine in a used condition, with the original “patinated” 
paintwork.
A Museum can, in this sense, concentrate on its function as a three-dimensional 
data bank, consulted by more than 200,000 people a year in the case of Mulhouse. 
Such a mix of “mobile” and “static” heritage enriches the entire sphere of historic 
vehicles. This invitation to consider the “static” aspect of a museum, often criticised 
by our friends the collectors, is not enforced immobility. Some people know that 
the Museum of the 21st Century has become “a place to experience” activities which 
include the priority tasks of conserving and studying the collections but also today 
go further than just SEEING the objects displayed. The 21st Century visitors have 
different expectations to the 20th Century ones. 
Typically, visitors want to know about the:

• history of the vehicles, the manufacturers, the enthusiasts and their passions
 by reading or viewing information about the events and personalities from 

the 20th Century;

• imagination of the vehicle designers, coach builders and engineers who had 
relative freedom from legislative requirements and often used a pencil rather 
than a computer;

• sound and smell of the mechanical parts and of the passenger compartment;

• competition between countries, manufacturers and drivers in such fields as 
racing, rallying and the world land speed records which started in the late 
19th and continued throughout the 20th Century, less the period covered 
by the two world wars, plus, technical developments which encompassed 
the whole vehicle and related infrastructure environment with gave such 
significant improvements in safety, ease of use, economy and performance.
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conservation

Conservation is the best medium for the preservation of authenticity, however it is 
not an end in itself in a museum. 
In many countries, the curator’s job is limited to that of being an expert on the 
objects and ensuring they are looked after in perpetuity. 
In France, this role includes the mission of valorisation i.e. getting the maximum value 
and usefulness from the associated education programmes and projects managed. 
In practise this can involve setting up special events and exhibits that attract visitors 
to the museum. These activities, which help ensure the success of the business, are 
just as important as the mission to study and conserve the vehicles and other artefacts.
However, in these cases it is important that any initiatives do not damage the integrity 
or perpetuity of the vehicle and/or associated items. 
From this point of view museum work is very like that of all the collectors: as 
guardians who protect the vehicle from unfavourable climatic and environmental 
conditions and preserve them for future generations. With the passage of time they 
have organised themselves in a professional manner, into clubs and associations that 
provide mutual support. They can also in many cases promote the movement and are 
often able to lobby politicians re the benefits of historic vehicles.
For both museums and collectors, the methods of restoration adopted may be 
comparable in many cases. Gathering all the historic and technical information 
available, so as to get a better understanding of the vehicle being restored is the first 
step. Establishing the scope of the operations needed to define the desired result in 
terms of aesthetics and use is the next step. 
The challenges then begin with selecting who will do which aspect of the work 
because it is from this stage that the restoration will get started. This will normally 
be done based on technical qualifications, subject to the available budget. 
However, they may be interpreted and performed in very different ways. 
What a collector often does or has done, sometimes in glorious isolation, the museum 
will undertake in a systematic, methodical and transparent manner.

authenticity is the heart of restoration

Authenticity is at the basis of all the restoration work done in a “French Museum’’ 
as defined by the Ministry of Culture, since the procedure is often long, difficult and 
expensive. That’s why it starts by defining the authenticity of the object in question. 
This consists of deciding on the desired result, corresponding to a specific state or 
existence at some moment in its history. For example options can include restoring 
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to the condition the vehicle was in when it left the factory, or as modified at a certain 
point in its life or in a manner that preserves the current level of “patina”.
This level of “authenticity” will indicate what path to follow, a museum will normally 
give precedence to the conservation of materials in their appearance and structure, 
preferring to stabilise them rather than replace them. The vehicle will be thus 
preserved at the level identified from the research previously undertaken. We are 
well aware that a vehicle is not just an assembly of materials and functions, just as 
an artist’s painting has never been reduced to a juxtaposition of colours on a canvas.
For this reasoning and respect for authenticity to be possible it is essential, in our 
museums, that the pre-established aim of restoration is not just to provide a ‘day-to-
day” method of transport but to provide an item of authentic mobile heritage.
Following the definition of the authentic state required, the second step for any 
restoration in a French museum is to consider the level of reversibility of the 
operation. A rather extreme example would be to throw away a used but correct 
in-period tyre that is now unobtainable, deciding that it is of no interest and that 
there will never be the financial, scientific or accommodation resources for it to be 
conserved. However, at the same time it also means eliminating an essential element 
for resting the vehicle on the ground. We do not propose to go into this area in great 
detail in this introductory paper but to say it is a consideration that anyone involved 
in the restoration work must keep in mind.
The third aspect is that of legibility. Every replaced part is marked with a punch 
or stamp so that our successors will be able to recognise the “new” pieces even if 
they don’t have access to the restoration documentation.  In effect this confirms the 
transparency of the methodology being followed.
The application of these three rules aims primarily to preserve the authenticity of an 
object as composite as the automobile.
Due consideration of these three aspects were not “de rigueur” a few decades ago. 
One only has to observe the Schlumpf collection to see that some aesthetic principles, 
typical of the 1970’s, were then applied according to the aspirations of the collector 
at that time. The development of archives, including documents, photographs, 
movies and even how to identify components, were at an early stage with limited 
academic rigour being applied. Even today, when working, for example, on vehicles 
that ceased production decades ago, we encounter a lot of difficulty in assembling the 
objective data on design details, including the paint colours, type of instrumentation 
and interior upholstery originally used. This despite the considerable information 
available in the specialised magazines of the period.
The challenge of restoring vehicles that have travelled along our roads in their 
hundreds of thousands in their day, to a given level of specification is considerable. 
Indeed, it would be quite reasonable, given individual circumstances, for two similar 
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vehicles to be restored to different specifications, both of which would be quite 
viable. However, even a static vehicle can be seen as a reflection of the imagination 
of the designers and builders.
The Cité de l’Automobile, takes part in the promotion of this heritage with a wide 
range of exhibitions and events, under the sometimes benevolent and sometimes 
critical eye of the public. We believe that getting the museum vehicles “on the road” 
is an integral part of conserving the integrity of them as objects of mobile heritage. 
It’s the only way of seeing and sometimes of discovering, the subtleties of the noise 
of an exhaust or the little “idiosyncrasies” of a vehicle when it’s started. At Mulhouse, 
we use the arena to demonstrate our vehicles, including a show which presents 17 
vehicles that tell the tale of the automotive adventure over a century from 1870. 
This is done by showing the history of the vehicle, some information on the life of 
the designers and the technological advances over the period. The models follow 
on from each other on the exhibition track, to the delight of both young and old. 
They include a Ford Model T,  a VW Beetle, 2CV, 4CV, Bugatti type 40, Simca 
Chambord, Rolls-Royce and more. See http://citedelautomobile.com/en/home.
So, in conclusion we would suggest that the search for authenticity is probably one 
of the things that can bring museums and enthusiastic collectors together to preserve 
and enhance historic value.



AUTHENTICITY 
AND AUTHENTIC

RESTORATION 
Original by Thomas Kohler, 

Archeologist, Architect and Writer.
(Text published in the Records of the Proceedings 

of the 2nd International Forum on the authenticity 
of historic vehicles, Turin - Italy, 

14th - 15th November 2008).

I am first a motorcyclist but also a partner of a company specialised in the analysis 
and restoration of listed historic buildings. I would like to compare historic vehicles 
with historic buildings. They have strong similarities: both are objects of great value 
and are related to the social status and to lifestyle. Both are an important part of our 
cultural heritage and can be in our hands for a certain time only, so in a sense we are 
curators and have a responsibility to pass them on to a next generation. Both must 
meet certain safety standards if we want to use them. Both need constant care and 
maintenance and both show their special values and their character only if we use 
them. 
A question for me was how authenticity and originality is defined.  I define authenticity 
as: the original with his entire history, a building or vehicle with undisputed origin. 
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But what is an original? The person, who declares a work as an original, intends it 
as creative product. Abstraction is made of descriptions such as replica, plagiarism, 
imitation, copy or reproduction. In the case of architecture, paintings or sculptures, 
the definition seems to be easy. Every curator of every museum in the world can 
testify that is not as clear as we would like to believe. 
My colleagues in the vehicle world present at this forum know much more than 
I and they have their own visions and definitions.  FIVA defines historic vehicles 
as “mechanically propelled road vehicles which are at least 30 years old; which are 
preserved and maintained in a historically correct condition; which are not used as a 
means of daily transport; and which are therefore a part of our technical and cultural 
heritage.” 
FIVA use an Identity Card process to document and safeguard motoring heritage 
for current and future generations and to provide owners with an accurate (but, not 
infallible) independently reviewed and prepared document of the historic vehicles 
identity and history.
Often this is a vehicle which has been dismantled, reconditioned and then reassembled 
close to the specification of the original model. Minor deviations are allowed when 
parts were unavailable. Historic vehicles still in existence show traces of use and age 
and will have been repaired, restored or modified to a greater or lesser extent. Some 
of them, for example race cars with competition history even have achieved their 
status only because of modifications during their “working life”.
However, for a vital part of the historic vehicle community an imaginary “mint 
condition” still is the aim of restorations and there is a lot of diffuse “common 
knowledge” about original condition and authenticity. Such claims are reproduced 
repeatedly but mostly not reflected critically or backed by precise historical sources. 
Nevertheless, such assumptions often serve as a basis for restorations, with on 
occasions rather questionable results. Sometimes the demands of the owners for 
“original condition” are guided by more or less refurbished and sometimes very freely 
interpreted examples. In many cases, authentic components have been removed and 
destroyed, just because they didn’t fit into the “accepted” schemes.
The practice to design a vehicle to the owner’s visions by destroying an original 
should be rejected rigorously. Such practices are against the aims of the conservators 
work and therefore against the spirit and the principles of FIVA. At the same time, 
there is a wide spectrum in the use of terms like “original” or “authentic” in the 
historic vehicle community. This has badly hindered a constructive debate on this 
issue up to now.
Professional terms used in the conservation and restoration of cultural objects for 
many years include technical objects having a “normal life” or “working life” during 
which they are considered as simple articles of use. 
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For historic vehicles and other collectors’ items this period is followed by a so called 
“collection phase” where they are appreciated as artefacts of specific historic value. In 
this context, the conservator recognizes all materials, components modifications and 
even the traces of use belonging to the individual vehicle during its working life as 
“original” or the “historic substance”.
How to safeguard the originality of historic vehicles depends whether the vehicle is 
part of a museum collection or in a private ownership and used on the road as part 
of our mobile heritage.
In a museum, technical objects are emphasized as a material witness of history and 
the traces of the working life may be the main focus. These exhibits are often not 
operable and showed as a static display. For vehicles in untouched historic condition 
this is an opportunity to protect them from being worn out by further use. 
Functionality and motion are important characteristics of a vehicle which otherwise 
is in danger of turning into a lifeless relic. To keep up the functionality, period spare 
parts and historic parts taken from similar vehicles can be employed, but in most cases 
replicated components made of modem industrial materials which are produced with 
present-day techniques will have to be used to replace the worn historic substance.
Sometimes the appearance of these new components will differ visibly from the 
original model, especially when for example upholsteries made of artificial leather 
or fabric are replaced in leather, nickel plating by chromed surfaces, paint by powder 
coatings and so on. 
An exceptional amount of original historic material is lost in so called “Concours 
restorations”, which exaggerate an imaginary mint condition. Immense effort is 
made here to extinguish every “annoying “ or “unsightly” trace of age and therefore 
the historic substance is stripped to the bone.
This creates an absurd situation, as age and substantial material integrity are the basic 
requirements on how a vehicle can be recognized as an original object of cultural 
history.
The carefully planned and prudent restoration will always be a necessary tool to 
preserve historic vehicles but we should keep in mind that every measure which goes 
beyond conservation will actually cost original substance. Even when period spare 
parts and authentic materials are used, every restoration will create only an imprecise 
interpretation of a lost appearance.
This means, the aim of measures should be to interfere as much as needed but as 
little as possible to keep the vehicle “readable” in its intended context, but without 
denying its factual age and history. Whenever possible, interventions should be 
executed in a reversible manner that means: historic parts and today’s additions can 
be separated again without damaging the historic material. All rebuilt components 
should be permanently marked to make them distinguishable from historic parts and 
all measures should be documented precisely. 
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If we work on the reconstruction of excavated ruins, we add colour to the mortar to 
distinguish the reconstructed periods, especially if we use the material found on the 
site.
Only if such basic principles are followed, a gradual falsification can be avoided. 
Otherwise the vehicles will progressively turn into mere replications built of spare 
parts and modern materials, containing only some strongly refurbished historic 
remains.  Then, the specialist magazines publish those replicas without asking too 
much about its background.  Often the questions about a restored vehicles history 
seems not to be allowed in our circles and clubs.
Recognition of historic vehicles as original objects and part of cultural heritage, 
which is sought for by the old timer vehicle associations reflects ownership is not 
only privilege but also a responsibility. Care for the “original” should go beyond 
maintenance of technical components and a cosmetic make over but rise to the 
perception of the vehicle as an authentic, historical artefact. Naturally it is not an 
aim to patronize the owners or to take their vehicle off the road but it is important to 
give support and options how to preserve and restore historic vehicles with due care.
Associations concerned with historic railways and historic sailing ships have already 
gone one step further: they have successfully adopted guidelines on the safeguard of 
the original substance several years ago. They are based on the principles ICOMOS 
laid down on the restoration of historic monuments and sites. 
Efforts like this have not been made by the historic vehicle associations yet, but this 
is an important process, or the vintage vehicle community will destroy its very own 
bases:  the “original”. Here, FIVA must be the leader of the much-needed debate. 
Its time here, to ask you to work out and agree upon a convention concerning the 
preservation and restoration of historic vehicles, we may give the working title of the 

“Charter of  Torino”.
The authors proposals came into effect when 
The Charter of  Turin was ratified on 29 January 
2013, at a ceremony held at the Mercedes 
Benz Heritage Centre in Stuttgart, exactly 127 
years after Carl Benz received patent no. DRP 
37435 for his three-wheeled vehicle with a 
gas-powered engine from the Imperial Patent 
Office in Berlin. This date signified the birth 
of the automobile and marked the beginning of 
personal motorised transportation and was thus 
particularly poignant for such an important 
event.




